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FROGMORE AND SHERFORD PARISH COUNCIL      
Planning Application Ref: 1115/20/FUL - Old Stone Barn with Land at SX778426, Frogmore,  
Report and Recommendation to South Hams District Council  
 

 
Proposal: Associated operational development to allow for conversion of stone barn to flexible use 

(cafe) as consented under prior approval 0189/19/PAU, including change of use of land to provide 

extended curtilage and associated access, parking, turning and landscaping.  

1. BACKGROUND 

The applicant is seeking to obtain the necessary consent for the “associated operational development” 

needed to allow for the consented change of use, along with the change of use of adjoining land to 

provide an extended curtilage and to include necessary and required parking, turning, access and 

landscaping to serve the new café facility. 

The application is a result of a previous application (0869/19 FUL) refused by SHDC and dismissed at 

Appeal by the Planning Inspectorate on the 7th February 2020 following a site visit on 7th January 2020. 

2. PLANNING HISTORY 

03.01.18: 2445/17/FUL: Conditional Approval. 
Creation of agricultural access with 
accompanying livestock corral  

16.01.19: 4104/18 AGR: Prior Approval. 
Application for prior notification of agricultural 
or forestry development- proposed agricultural 
storage/transfer building 

16.01.19: 4105/18/AGR: Prior Approval. 
Application for prior notification of agricultural 
or forestry development- proposed road 

14.3.19: 0189/19/PAU: Prior Approval Not 
Required. Notification for prior approval for 
proposed conversion of agricultural barn into 
café (Class A3) (Class R) 

07.02.20: 0869/19/FUL: Refusal. Associated operational development to allow for conversion of 
stone barn to flexible use (café) as consented under prior approval 0189/19/PAU, including 
change of use of land to provide extended curtilage for associated access, parking, turning and 
landscaping. 

 

3. PLANNING APPLICATION 0869/19/FUL APPEAL REF: APP/K1128/W/19/3235270 

In dismissing the Appeal, the Planning Inspector concluded that the associated operational 

developments “as a whole would be damaging to the landscape character of the area”. Summary of 

reasons: 

• “The site lies within the South Devon Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty SD AONB). The built form 

of Frogmore is quite close to the west, but visually the appeal site relates much more closely to the 

wider landscape to the north, east and south. It is part of a swathe of pastoral land between the 

settlements of Frogmore and Chillington that contribute positively to the landscape appearance of 

the AONB. Paragraph 172 of the National Planning Policy Framework advises that great weight 

should be given to conserving and enhancing landscape and scenic beauty in Areas of Outstanding 

Natural Beauty, which have the highest status of protection in relation to these issues. 

• Viewed from Mill Lane looking east, the barn is currently seen in isolation from any other built 

development and surrounded by grass fields and hedgerows. The road and car park would 

significantly alter this setting and would be a harmful intrusion into the open countryside, which 

extends beyond the site to the east.  

• The car parking would also be readily visible from the A379 to the north where it would appear as 

an intrusive feature in the undulating pastoral landscape.   
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• As well as the carpark and access road, the extended outdoor seating area would also intrude into 

the open land outside the courtyard of the barn. This area would inevitably have to accommodate 

chairs and tables, but would also be likely to attract other paraphernalia, such as umbrellas, 

shelters, signage, etc, which would be incongruous in this high quality landscape. 

• Flood Risk: The Flood Risk Assessment submitted with the planning application did not explain how 

the sequential approach had been applied to the proposed development…….There is no evidence 

to explain why more land in Flood Zone 1 could not be made available to accommodate the car 

parking on a differently shaped site of the same area……The proposal would therefore result in 

development taking place within Flood Zone2/3 in conflict with the sequential test. The proposal 

would therefore be contrary to Policy DEV 35 of the Local Plan, and Government Policy on planning 

and flood risk, as set out in paragraphs 155-161 of the Framework.” 

4. THE NEW PROPOSALS INCLUDE: 

4.1 Access/Parking                                                                                                                                                     

The Application seeks permission for a new shared access for visitor cars, delivery vans, agricultural 

vehicles and refuse lorries.  

1. The  new vehicle access from the A379  is located to the west of the previous agricultural access 

ref. 2445/17 FUL and introduces a wide sweeping curve from the A379, approximately 22 metres 

in width at the A379 junction mouth, reducing in width to 8.6 metres at 10 metres from the 

junction and then some 5.71 metres for a 30 metre straight section, widening again to 7.14 metres 

on the hairpin bend  approach to the café and the right angle turn east to the consented barn site. 

(Note dimensions are not provided on the application drawings and have thus been scaled from 

the measurement key provided). 

2. Café car parking is reduced from 20 to 10 spaces to the east of the barn to be screened by new 

landscaping.   

3. A new field/agricultural access to the west would be provided beyond the new vehicle turning 

area ensuring agricultural access to the adjacent field is retained. 

4.2 Pedestrian Access 

1. A new pedestrian access to the café is proposed to/from Mill Lane to the south of the site along 

the perimeter of the agricultural field and parallel to the west of Frogmore Village Amenity 

Ground.  

4.3 Drainage/Flood Risk 

1. Surface water would be disposed of via new SuD’s. Below ground soakaway or attenuation is 

proposed on site before discharge to the nearby watercourse. The location of the SuD’s would be 

located in Flood Zone 1. 

2. Foul drainage is proposed to be dispersed via a new Klargetser Biodisc Package Treatment plant 

and to sustainably discharge the treated water into the nearby watercourse. 

4.4 Design/ Visual Impact/Outdoor Space 

1. Due to insufficient existing headroom to both ground and first floors, the replacement first floor 

deck is proposed to be re-built at a slightly higher level to the existing. The required roof 

replacement structure would also be re-built at a slightly higher level to give sufficient and 

essential headroom to the first floor. 
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2. Windows to the First floor allow the proposed new seating area to be well lit with natural daylight 

and offer café users views out of the building to the surroundings. 

3. The proposed increase ridge and eaves would architecturally be read as a contemporary 21st 

century adaption and intervention to the historic building whilst still preserving the simple form 

and materiality of the barn, including a natural slate roof. 

4. Due to insufficient space to the Ground Floor and to enable a disabled wheelchair compliant WC, 

a small new lean-to extension is proposed within the courtyard. This lean-to would also provide 

an essential entrance hall and store cupboard. 

5. PARISH COUNCIL OBSERVATIONS 

5.1 Access/Parking 

1. The applicant’s access road geometry is substantial. It represents an increase in area and visual 

and environmental impact over the consented 2445/17/FUL agricultural barn access. The road is 

wider than the previous application 0869/19/FUL which was dismissed at Appeal. The A379 

junction mouth and northern entry section appears, from application site plan, to be over 2 metres 

wider. As a consequence, the break in the existing northern perimeter stone wall increases by 

some 3 metres.  

2. There remains no segregation of cars and HGV’s in the access and exit route to/from the A379 and 

also, where pedestrian footpath and vehicle traffic routes cross in the delivery turning area. 

3. We note that, despite an increase in access road width and surfacing, car parking provision is 
reduced to 10 spaces located adjacent to and east of the barn. 

4. Shown on the plans are three new agricultural field access gates. One is close to the car and 

delivery van turning area to the west and the other two are either side of the ‘apron’ serving also 

as a commercial refuse lorry turning area to the eastern access to the consented agricultural 

storage and transfer building. Currently, these fields are used to graze cattle. It’s unclear as to 

whether livestock will walk, or be transported between these field gates, and whether the field 

access adjoining the proposed footpath at Mill Lane will be in use.   

5.2 Pedestrian Access 

1. The Frogmore Village Amenity Ground is used for recreational facilities for the benefit of the 

inhabitants of the parish of Frogmore and Sherford. It links Mill Lane to the stone barn with gates 

at each end as noted on the applicant’s site plan. It would appear that the route of the new path 

would duplicate pedestrian access with consequent added impact on the AONB. 

5.3 Drainage/Flood Risk 

1. There remains a risk of flooding through surface water and treated foul water run-off into the Mill 

Stream to the south. The proposed footpath passes through Flood Zones 2 and 3 and part of the 

access link to the reconfigured consented agricultural building apron would be located in Flood 

Zone 2 as stated in the application. 

2. Severe surface water flooding, impairing access, threatening property and public safety occurs 

regularly between Mill Lane and Frogmore Bridge during increasingly frequent periods of heavy 

rain. Watercourse scouring and consequent ‘silt-wash’ is doing irreparable damage to the 

estuary’s salt water ecology. 

3. In order to avoid the risk of a catastrophic event, further surface water and treated sewage run-

offs into the watercourse are to be avoided. Drainage management mitigation systems continue 

to generate outfalls and endanger existing high flood risk.  
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5.4 Design/ Visual Impact/Outdoor Space 

1. It is noted that the existing structure is insufficient in size for the proposed commercial use.  

2. The proposed increase in eaves and ridge height and the new roof structure and windows, which 

are projected in a contemporary 21st century design, plus the addition of a lean-to extension, will 

detract from the historic building’s heritage value and intensify visual intrusion into the AONB 

landscape.  

6. CONCLUSION 

The Parish Council concludes that the cumulative effect of the substantial, wide sweeping A379 road 

access and the impact of service vehicles, car parking and a new footpath access to Mill Lane and 

alterations to the building, would still have a significant detrimental impact on the South Devon Area 

of Outstanding Natural Beauty setting and would be a harmful intrusion into the open countryside, 

which extends beyond the site to the east and the wider landscape to the north and south. 

Concern remains over increasing flood risk and the impact on the regularly surcharged Mill Lane 

watercourse. 

7. RECOMMENDATION 

Frogmore and Sherford Parish Council recommend that this application be REFUSED. 

 

Nigel Smith 
 
Chair 
Frogmore and Sherford Parish Council                                                                                                                    
 
20th May 2020 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


